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Notable Trades: 

Corn 2/18/2020 - 2/21/2020

Lower
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380 19 15%

380 31 1/4 17.5%

390 49 1/2 18.75%

-56k COT (+13k w/w)

2/20 K400c 4 1/4-7/8 1000x
N390c 14 1/2¢ 1000x

J380p 5 7/8¢ 1000x
J380/385 st 10¢ 500x

2/21

Strangler
365/400   2 3/8¢ 569x
370/395   3 7/8¢ 569x
375/390   6 3/8¢ 569x
380/385   10¢ 569x
             $643k net collect

Corn finshed the week down 1 1/4¢. After starting the week up 5 1/2¢ on Tuesday, in line with all 
the rest of the grains, there was a steady does of selling to finish out the week. 

The corn planing estimates and production continues to look really high. While there is a lot of hope 
that China will be a buyer of corn and ethanol, the market just seems to want to break as there isn't 
a complelling enough case for the rally yet. Initially, on Tuesday, there was a reaction on Beans and 
Wheat and Corn seemed to rally to "buy back"  acres.  As the week wore on, it became apparent 
that the bearishness in Corn was going to be the stronger factor and bull the beans lower. 

For now the market seems rangebound, however, we are near the low side of the range and there 
isn't much support on May chart below. Looking at the active chart we see support steadily on the 
downside. While that is real support, we view thatas weaker support. 

Volatility is moderate and will probably pick up on a break before it moderates. Its a sell for the most 
risk tolerant and experienced traders. 
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Wheat 2/18/2020 - 2/21/2020

Higher, technically, but looking heavy

527 1/2
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556 1/2

527 1/2

556 1/2

568 1/2 - double top
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550 43 23.5%

550 61 1/4 23.75%

570 81 1/4 21%

-56k COT (+13k w/w)

2/18 J600c 5 5/8-6 3/4¢ 1400x

Wheat is crazy! It started the week up 23 1/2¢ on tuesday with vol up. Steady selling resumed the rest 
of the week as Wheat finished the week up 10 1/2¢ with vol up 1%.

All signs point lower for wheat, and we agree, and that makes us nervous. Technically the chart looks 
weak, fundmentally, analysts are calling for a selloff. However, the funds continue to add to their long 
position. This assessment might not be fair as it captured the big buying on tuesday but not the selling
the rest of the week. We are all but guaranteed to see funds as net sellers next week. 

Some are calling for a pullback to 500, but with the 200 day moving average at 530ish, that's where 
we could see prices moderating.  

Volatility is high, but rightly so. If you have a target price in mind, selling iron butterfiles are a great, 
low risk high reward way to play this market. Sell a few, buy enough back to lock in a scratch if the 
market goes your way, and let the rest ride risk fee. 
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Soybeans 2/18/2020 - 2/21/2020

Lower

875

860-865

929

928 3/4

900

910

K

N

X

900 34 3/4 11.75%

900 53 12.5%

920 84 1/2 14.25%

+59k COT (+20k w/w)

2/19 K980c 3¢ 800x
K900c 20¢ 1000x

K800p 3/8¢ 600x2/21

Beans finished a holiday shortened week down 5¢. They started the week strong, but slowly lost steam
as the week rolled on.

The week was largely quiet with vol leaking out. The chart looks like it could be turning with the market
posting weaker looking canles the second half of the week. 

The strangler was back in the market again Thursday and Friday, as scheduled in conjunction with 
March options expiration. The march strangles were a big loser before expiring as a big winner. Its 
hard to know if he was able to hold on or had to sell part of all of the trade as losses mounted and 
margin grew. Even when the market reverts back to the mean, selling vol is a dangerous propositon.

Technically, the market looks suseptible to some breaks. however, there is a lot of support spaced out 
on the downside. Also with the recent  USDA estimates, there should be some fundamental buying 
on breaks. Seasonally, this isn't a great time to buy, so the weakness might prevail for a couple weeks.




